Programme

9:00    Registration

9:30    Emerging trends in technology applied to Academia and education in general
        by Mitja Jermol (K4A Foundation board member, Center for Knowledge Transfer in IT,
        Jozef Stefan Institute)

10:15   The UNESCO Open Educational Resources (OER) Programme – challenging the
        1,000 year old academic paradigm
        by Abel Caine (Unesco Communication and Information Adviser)

11:00   Coffee break

11:30   What does it mean to be Open?
        by Meena Hwang (Director of Communication and Community Outreach at
        OpenCourseWare Consortium)

12:00   Challenges when translating scientific documents
        by Holger Schwenk (Full professor in Computer Science, Head of the statistical
        machine translation group at University of Le Mans)

12:45   Lunch (on your own)

13:30   Can Open Ever Be Too Open When It Comes to Education?
        by Abraham B. Hsuan (Attorneys, Founding Partner at Irwin Hsuan LLP)

14:15   Beyond recorded lectures
        by Dr Clive P L Young (Co-ordinator REC:all project – Recording and augmenting
        lectures for learning)

15:00   Coffee break

15:15   The future shape of video in academia
        by Olaf A. Schulte (Head of Production and Distribution group Multimedia Services at
        ETH Zürich, chair of the Opencast board)

15:45   Debate: How to combine the presentations into changing the paradigm?
        moderated by Mitja Jermol

17:30   Wrap up and “Internet of Education” conference agenda
        moderated by Davor Orlic